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Abst ract - - In  this paper, the absolute stability problem of general Lurie control system with 
multiple nonlinearities is investigated. Some new necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained 
for the existence of Lyapunov function of extended Lurie form with negative definite and negative 
semidefinite derivatives. From these conditions, some very general algebraic riteria for absolute 
stability are obtained, which extend and generalize previous work on the subject. A numerical 
example is presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the new criteria. (~) 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of absolute stabil ity occupies an important place among exact mathematical  methods 
being used in the design and analysis of control systems. This theory originally arose from the 
stabi l i ty analysis of a pilot robot by Aizerman and Ganttmacher [1]. I t  has been developed rapidly 
since Popov published his paper in Lefschetz [2]. To date, the absolute stabil ity of control system 
with multiple nonlinearities was extensively studied, hundreds of books and papers have been 
published. Some algebraic riteria and frequency criteria were obtained via Lyapunov function 
with V < 0 (i.e., negative definite derivative) or ~" < 0 (i.e., negative semidefinite derivative). 
Unfortunately, most results are only sufficient conditions for the existence of Lyapunov func- 
tions [3]. Some new necessary and sufficient Lyapunov-like conditions for absolute stabi l i ty of 
Lurie-Postnikov systems with multiple nonlinearities are established by Grujic [4]. However, the 
criteria involve the verification of infinite algebraic inequalities. The simple necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for the existence of a G-type Lyapunov function were obtained by Xiong [5,6]. 
Curran [7,8] studied the stabil ity of a loop containing a single nonlinearity and obtained neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions for existence of a Lyapunov function with quadratic form. Some 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a Lyapunov function with a quadratic form 
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plus an integral form with I~" < 0 were obtained by Zhao [9], Xiong [10], respectively. Further- 
more, some necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a Lyapunov function of Lurie 
form with' V" _< 0 were obtained by Wu and Zhao [11]. However, there are few results about the 
Lyapunov function for general Lurie system. The absolute Lyapunov function candidates were 
studied by Narendra and Taylor [12]. Some necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of a G-type Lyapunov function were obtained by Grujic [13]. But, the verification of the above- 
mentioned conditions is very difficult. Some sufficient conditions for the existence of a Lyapunov 
function with a quadratic form for the most general Lurie system with multiple nonlinearities 
have been obtained by Haddad and Bernstein [14]. 
To the authors' best knowledge, there is not a necessary and sufficient condition for the exis- 
tence of Lyapunov function of Lurie form for general Lurie systems with V < 0 (or ~r < 0). In 
this paper, based on the methods of [9,11], we discuss the absolute stability of a general Luire 
system with multiple nonlinearities, and some necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of a Lyapunov function of extended Lurie form with 1 /< 0 (and ~r < 0) are obtained, which is a 
generalization of the results of [9,11]. The verification of the new results is easy, and a numerical 
example illustrates the effectiveness of the new criteria. 
The paper is organized as follows. The description of systems and definitions is given in 
Section 2. The main results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 gives a numerical example and 
Section 5 concludes the paper. All proofs of results can be found in the Appendix. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Consider the general Lurie system with multiple nonlinearilities represented by 
5: = Ax + Bf (a ) ,  
ff = CTx  -- Df(a) ,  
(2.1) 
where A c R ~x'~, Re)~(A) <_ O, x E R n, B ,C  E R n×m, D E R mxm, B = (blb2...bn), C = 
(cxc2...c~), bi, ci E R n, D = diag(dl ,d2, . . . ,dm),  di _> 0, a = col(hi,a2 . . . .  ,O'm), O'i E R, 
f (a)  = col ( f l (a l ) , f2(a2) , . . .  ,fm(O'm)), f i ( ' )  E 5rm, with 0 < #i < +c~, i = 1,2, . . .  ,m. 
~'m ~ {f ( ' )  : f(0) = 0, 0 < aJ i (a , )  < -# ia  2, as ~ O, and f/(.) e C( -cx~,+~)} .  
Let G 1- = G > 0 be a given positive definite matrix, and P be the unique solution of the matrix 
equation A-rP + PA  = -G ,  obviously, the matrix P is positive definite. We take the Lyapunov 
function candidate of extended Lurie form as follows: 
fo ° 1 V(x) = x-r Px  + fr(cr)O do" + ~ f-r(a)ODf(o'),  (2.2) 
where e = diag(/91, t92,..., On), 0i > 0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m). 
Calculating the derivative of (2.2) along the solutions of system (2.1), we have 
--~r(X)l(2.1 ) = xT  Cx  -- 2xm u f (a)  - yT  (o - )W f (o- ) ,  
where U = PB + (1/2)ATCO, W = (1/2)(OCTB + BTco) .  Without loss of generality, we can 
assume that c,=¢ol(O,...,o, x, o,...,o) that is ai + dJ~(o'i) = xi, fi(a~) = kiai e :F~,~. i 
Let 5 = col(a2,. . .  ,am), • = col(xm+l, . . .  ,xn), so that x = col( l lal ,#rL2,5:T), 11 = (1 + 
dlkl)  -1, L2 = diag((1 + d2k2) -1 . . . .  , (1 + dmkm)- l ) (m_l )x(m_l) , /~ = diag(k2, . . . ,  kin), then we 
represent W, U, G as follows, respectively, [9]: 
(Wll  W2~ [/£11 U2TI~ [ f i l l  G2q-1 V3-l-1 ~ 
, IU l u22 l ,  a=la , W = W21 W22] U = \U31 U32] \G31 G32 G33] 
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where w11,u11,g11 E R, W21,U21,G21 • R (m-1)xl, W22, U22,G22 6 R (m-1)x(m-1), U31, G31 • 
R (n-m)xl), U32, G32 • R (n-m)x(m-1), G33 6 R (n-m)x(n-m). Thus, we have 
/ I l l  I12 113 
±(kl,k2,...,k,,) = 11~ h2 h3 J ,  
v U~Rlx, 113 = where Ill = -~11k~ - 2~llk~h + g111~, I12 = -k~(U~ + W~:)  + a21hL~ - 
-k1UzlV +hGai,v h2 = L~C22L2-RW22R-U22L2R-RL2U~, h3 = C~2L2-RU~, ~33 = V33. 
DEFINITION 1. The function V(x) of(2.2) is said to be Lyapunov function of system (2.1) with 
negative definite derivative O.e., ~r < O) on 
p = diag(#l, #2, . . . ,  #m), if for any fi(ai) • :7:u, (i = 1,2, . . . ,  m), 
we have V(x)l(2.1 ) < 0 for x # O. 
DEFINITION 2. The function V(x) of(2.2) is said to be Lyapunov function of system (2.1) with 
negative semidefinite derivative (i.e., V < O) on 
/z -- diag(#l, #2,... , /Zm), if for any fi(ai) • ~'u, (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  rn), 
we have Q'(x)l(2.1 ) < 0 and under the additional condition (/(x) = 0 the system admits only of 
the trivial solution x(t) = O. 
Evidently, if there exists a Lyapunov function of system (2.1) with 
12<0,  if for any f i (a~)•  ~'u, (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m) ,  (2.3) 
then system (2.1) must be absolutely stable on # = diag(#l, #2, . . . ,  #m). 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. The necessary and sufficient condition for function V(x) of (2.2) satisfying condi- 
tion (2.3) is that 
det I ( k l , . . . ,  kin) > O, for any ki • [0, #i] (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that m > 2, then a necessary and sufficient condition for condition (2.3) 
is that 
(i) V1(2.1) < 0 for fl(crx) = OqO'1(~1 = 0,/zl) and any fi(c~) E 9v,~ (i = 2 , . . . ,  m), 
(ii) II[(2.1) < 0 for f l (a l )  E 9win and f i(ai) = 0 (i = 2, . . .  ,m). 
All the results of this section are proved in the Appendix. 
Suppose that a = diag(al ,a2, . . . ,am),  and denote A[a] = A + BaL*C T, P[a] = P + 
(1/2) CeaL*C T, -G[a]  = AT[a]P[a] + P[a]A[a], ui[a] = P[a]bi + (1/2)OiAT[a]c~, ZiIa] = 
{[Oic~bi+u~[a]G-l[a]ui[~]][c~G-l[a]c~]}W2+c~G-l[a]u,[a], where L* = d iag( ( l+d la l )  -1, (1+ 
d2a2) - l , . . . ,  (1 + dream)-1). Thus, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that m >_ 1, then a necessary and sufficient condition for condition (2.3) 
is that 
1 
- -  > max Zi[a], (i = 1,2, . . . ,  m), (3.1) 
#i aTDi 
where D~ -- {a = diag(ax,a2 . . . .  ,am)[aj = 0 for j > i and aj = O, pj for j < i} with T -x 
elements. 
By Theorem 2, we can show that (2.2) is the Lyapunov function, which ensures the absolute 
stability of system (2.1) in a finite sector # = diag(/zx,...,  #m). 
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THEOREM 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of Lyapunov function V (x) 
of (2.2) satisfying condition (2.3), which ensures system (2.1) being absolutely stable in a finite 
sector # = diag(#l, #2, . . . ,  #m), is that there exists a matrix G = G T > 0 and real number 8~ >_ 0 
(i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m) such that inequality (3.1) holds. 
This is a very general criterion for absolute stability described by inequality (2.1). For each 
choice of G > 0 and Oi _> 0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,m) ,  inequality (3.1) only contains the parameters of 
system (2.1) and #i (i = 1, 2, . . .  ,m). With the help of some computational lgorithm, we can 
easily check inequality (3.1) by calculating G[a], #i[a], and Zi[a]. Hence, the criterion is simple 
and convenient. 
LEMMA 2. The necessary and sufficient condition for I (k l  . . . .  , km) ~_ 0 (that is a positive semidef- 
inite matrix) for any ki E [0, #i] is the following condition: 
det I (k l , . . . ,  kin) >_ O, for any ki E [0, #i] (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m), (3.2) 
where I ( k l , . . . ,  kin) = G - ULKC T - CKLU T - CKLWLKC T and K = d iag(k l , . . . ,  kin), 
L = diag((1 + dlkl) -1, (1 + d2k2)-1, . . . ,  (1 + dmkm)- l ) .  
REMARK. Under the assumption #i = +co, we have [0, #i] = [0, +co) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m). 
THEOREM 4. The necessary and sufficient condition for function V(x)  of (2.2) to satisfy 
-1)'(x)[(2.1) _>0, for any fi(ai) E J:,~ ( i=  1,2 , . . . ,m) ,  (3.3) 
is that (3.2). 
LEMMA 3. I f  inequality (2.3) holds, then it follows that: 
(i) det I ( k l , . . . ,  kin) > O, for any ki E [0, #~) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m), or 
(ii) there exists kl E (0, #~) and k~ E [0, Pi) (i = l + 1 , . . . ,  m) such that det I (0 , . . . ,  0, kl, kt+l, 
. . . ,  k,~) _> 0 for any kt E R, and moreover, the above equality is true if  and only if  kt = f;z. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that #4 - +co (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m). The function V(x)  of (2.2) is a Lyapunov 
function of system (2.1) with ~r <_ 0 implies V(x)  is also a Lyapunov function of system (2.1) 
with ff < O. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that #i < +co (i = 1,2, . . .  ,m),  then we have the following. 
(i) Sufficient for V (x )o f  (2.2) to be a Lyapunov function of system (2.1) with (z <_ 0 is that 
(~X, . . . ,~m)  E S .  
(ii) Necessary for V (x )o f  (2.2) to be a Lyapunov function of system (2.1) with V <_ 0 is that 
(Pl . . . .  , #m) E S. where 
{ 1 I S = (]~1,..., #m) : - -  > max Z[a], i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m. .  
]2 4 c~ED~ 
The meaning of Zi[a] and D4 are same as those of Theorem 2. 
4.  EXAMPLE 
We consider general Lurie system with two nonlinearities 
= Ax  + Bf (a ) ,  
a = CTx  -- D f (a ) ,  (4.1) 
/ 
where A E (E -2  2 -2  5 
\ 
is an identity matrix), B = (bibs)= ( ) , C = (clc2) = E, D = E. Taking 
G = 2E, O = diag(1, 1), we can obtain P = E. 
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For m = 2, it follows that D1 = {diag(0, 0)}, D2 = {diag(0, 0), diag(#l, 0)}. Then, by calcula- 
tion, we can obtain G[diag(0, 0)] = G = 2E, #l[diag(0, 0)] = #1 = co1(-2.5,-2), #2[diag(0, )] = 
#2 = col(-2,-2.5)• Thus, we have 
Zl [diag(0, 0)] = 0, Z2 [diag(0, 0)] = 0, and 
[ (  "1 "~ 4 ( ~tl ~ 3 ( ]'tl ~ 2 ~tl +25 
Z2[diag(#l,0)]= /\1"i--~#1] +17\1 - -~#1]  +62.25\1 - -~1]  +771+#1 
[ ( i t1 )2  #1 +51 } / (4+10 #1 ) 
- -  5 ~ +8.5  1+~1 ~ <0.  
Hence, max=eD, Zl [o/] = Z l[diag(0, 0)] = 0, max=eD 2 Z2 [a] = Z2[diag(0, 0)] = 0. 
This means the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, then the function V(x) of (1•2) satisfies 
condition (1•3), so that system (4.1) is absolutely stable in a finite sector # = diag(#l, #2), where 
#1, #2 are arbitrarily positive numbers. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the new necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a Lyapunov 
function of extended Lurie form for a general Lurie system with 1/" < 0 and V < 0 are obtained 
under the condition of a finite sector. These conditions are described by 2 m - 1 inequalities 
for the parameters contained in V. Hence, the new criteria is easy. From these conditions, 
some very simple algebraic riteria for absolute stability of general Lurie systems with multiple 
nonlinearities are obtained, which extend the results of [2,9-12]• Similar to the results of [14], 
it is necessary to indicate that we can study the stabilization and robust absolute stability for 
general Lurie systems by means of the methods of this paper. 
APPENDIX  
The proof of Lemma 1 is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in [9]• 
From Lemma 1 of this paper and Lemmas 2-5 in [9], we can complete the proofs of Theorems 1- 
3 in this paper. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. The necessity of the lemma is obvious• Now, we will prove the sufficiency 
of the lemma. 
Let W = (wij), U = (uij), G = (gij), and C = (cic2... Cm). 
If condition (3.1) is satisfied, we first prove that I (k l ,0, . . .  ,0) > 0 for any kl E [0,#i]. 
(a) Suppose that Cl = col (1,0, . . . ,  0), similar to the results of [11], we have 
I(kl,0, ..,0) / -wllk12 12Ullk1/1 + g1112 --kl~tT1 + GTlllL2"~ 
• ~ -v , 
\ -klU1 + L211G21 L 2 G22L2 ] 
where (G21911 c~rlc22 ] ~ = G and U'I = (u2i,... ,Unl) T. From Lemma 3 of [9], wc have 
det I (k l ,0 . . . ,0 )= [detR(22) ]k~+2[detR(12) lk l+det (LGL) .  
Since det G > 0, we have det LGL > 0, thus, det I(kl, 0, . . . ,  0) -- 0 have at most two real 
and k12. From I(k1,0,...,0)(11).. = LGL (11) >0 and det I (k l ,0 , . . . ,0 )  >0 roots kll 
for any kl E [0,#1] and kl # kit, k12, we obtain I (k l ,0 , . . . ,0 )  > 0 for any kl e [0,#1] 
and kl ~ kll,k12• In addition, since I (kl ,0,. . . ,O) is a continuous function in kl, we 
have I(kl, 0, . . . ,  0) > 0 for any kl E [0, #1]• 
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(b) If c T = (Cll,hl) 7 ~ (1,0, . . .  ,0), without loss of generality, we assume that cn ¢ 0 and 
take the fol lowing nons ingu lar  t rans format ion  y = = Tx ,  r = c~o~ E,,_, . Then,  
we  have  
~) = Ay +/ ) f (a ) ,  
a = Cn-y - Dr(a),  (A.1) 
and 
fO a 1 fT  Y(y) = yTpy  + fT (a )Oda + ~ (a)ODf(a) ,  
where .zi = TAT -1, B = TB,  /5 = (T-1)T PT-1 ,  C = (T -1)TC ~= (~1,... ,~m). It follows 
(c~ h, )T_  l=En, then~:=c:T  -1=(1 ,0 ,  ,0). 
k 
from TT-  1 = o E,~_~ " • 
Let - / (k l , . . . ,  kin) = G - ( f LKC -c - CKLf7 T - CKLIYVLKC T, where -G  = An-t 5 +/5.4, 
0 =/5t )  + (1/2) fi.l-¢O, and l/d = (1/2) ((gCT/~ +/~n-C'O). 
We obtain i(kl,..., k~) = (T-1)T I (k l , . . . ,  km)T -1. 
Since det [ (k l , . . . , km)  = det I (k l , . . . , km)  > 0 for any k4 • [0,#4] (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m)  and 
c~ = (1,0, . . .  ,0), it follows from Case (a) that (T -1 )T I (k l ,0  . . . .  ,0)T -1 > 0 for kl • [0,1tl] and 
kl 7 ~ kll,k12. 
Therefore, I (k l ,  0, . . . ,  0) > 0 for kl • [0, Pl] and kl ¢ kll, k12. Furthermore, I (kl ,  0 , . . . ,  O) k 0 
for kl • [0,#1]. 
On the analogy of this, it follows from Cases (a) and (b) separately that I (k l ,  k2 . . . .  , kin) >_ 0 
for any ks • [0, #4] (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. Let 
{ f4(~4___A) ~#o,  k~(~) = ~4 ' 
0, ~r i = O, 
we have k4(ai) • [0,#4] for any fi(ai) e 9r~ (i = 1,2, . . .  ,m). Furthermore, 
-1)(x)1(2.1) = ( f (xa))7-  (-W_u -Un- ) (G  f(xa)) = xTI (k l (a l ) '  . . . ,  km(~m))X. 
From Lemma 2, we have that condition (3.2) is necessary and sufficient for function V(x) 
of (2.2) to satisfy condition (3.3). This completes the proof. 
The proof of Lemma 3 is similar to those of Lemma 2 in [11]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. If V(x) of (2.2) is to be a Lyapunov function of system (2.1) with 1) < 0, 
we have det I (k l , . . . ,  km) >_ 0, for any ki _> 0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m). 
It follows from Lemma 3 that two cases may occur. 
(i) If det I (k l , . . .  ,kin) > 0, for any k4 _> 0, then similar to Theorem 4, we may derive that 
det I (k l , . . . , km)  > 0, for any ki _> 0 (i = 1,2 . . . .  ,m). 
Let ki(ai) for any f4(ai) C Jr+o~, we have k~(a~) >_ 0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m). Furthermore, we 
have 
-1)(z)[(2.1) = xT I (k l (a l ) , . . . ,  km(a,~))x > O, 
for x • 0 and any fi(a4) C ~'+~ (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m) .  It shows that V(x)  is a Lyapunov 
function of system (2.1) with I) < 0. 
(ii) If Condition (ii) of Lemma 3 holds, then similar to the proof of Lemma 2, we may derive 
that I (0 , . . . ,0 ,  kz,kl+l, . . . ,k,~) >_ 0 for any kl • R. 
We consider the system 
= 2~x + bzI~(~) o~ = c [x  - dtfz(o~), (*) 
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and the function 
f'(z) = z-c.~z + O, It(c~,)a~t + a,o,f~(~,), 
where A = A + ~'~n=l bjk jc~,  P = P + ~'~=10je jcy ,  then, 
+ + s,) 
In what follows, we are going to prove that F(x ,  ft) must be a positive semidefinite quadratic 
.form in the independent variables x and ft. In fact, for any x0 and f,0, if CTXo ~ O, then at ¢ 0, 
we have 
S,o>:-. (p.o + o,.,S,o) ( xo> 
Since F(x ,  f ,)  is a continuous function of variable x, hence, the above inequality holds for any x 
and ft. I t  shows that F(x ,  f ,)  must be a positive semidefinite quadratic form in x and f,. 
Similar to [2, p. 40], we may derive that 
where -G  = fiT/5 + PA,  Ul = [~bt + (1/2) OtfilCt. 
I t  is clear from the above that F(x , f , )  = 0 ~ x = ~- l~f , f , .  By (A.1), we have f ix  + btfz = 
0 ~ F (x ,  ft)  = O. 
Since there exists /3T = 15 > 0 such that Ar /5  +/h f i  = -G  < 0, f i  is stable. It follows that  
det f i  ~ 0 and x = - f i -Xbt f ,  ~ Ax  + btf, = 0 ==~ F(x , f , )  = O. 
Thus, - .4 -1b ,  f, = G-1U,  fl and F(x ,  f ,)  = 0 ~ x = - f~- lb t f l  ~ f ix  + b, ft = 0. It shows 
that  F(x ,  f ,)  = 0 if and only if Ax + btf, = O. 
From det I (0 , . . . ,  0, kt, k t+ l , . . . ,  [Cm) = O, it follows that there must exist x0 ~ 0, such that 
F(z ,  [¢tllCTl XO) = x~I (O , . . . ,  O, it,, k ,+ l , . . . ,  [~m)Xo = 0. It follows that f izo + bt[ctllc[xo = 0. This 
shows that there exists x0 ~ 0 such that x = x0 is the trivial solution of system (2.1) for 
f 0, i = 1 ,2 , . . . , l -  1, 
f~(a,) ---- ~ - E ~'+co, 
ki~ri, i = 1, . . . , m,  
which is in contradiction with that V(x)  is Lyapunov function of system (2.1) with "~ < 0. It 
shows that  this case cannot occur when V(x)  is a Lyapunov function of system (2.1) with r~ < 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6. The proof of sufficiency is similar to those of Theorem 2 in [9], similar 
to Theorem 2 of this paper, we can prove the necessity. 
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